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Abstract

From worldly catastrophic events to 
stock market success, unpredictability 
underlines phenomena. When we 
don't understand the dynamics 
enough at play, the problem becomes 
generalized and categorized as a 
wicked problem. Systems thinking, 
mathematics, and experienced 
system dynamics' modeling aim at 
understanding behaviors behind 
problems that contribute to 
unforeseeable systemic actions. 
System dynamics literature identifies 
8 archetypes that, through system 
thinking, can see patterns in the most 
complex systems. From causal 
analysis to simulation runs, 
archetypes provide valuable insight 
and support identifying prominent 
leverage points. Human cognitive 
biases contribute to not seeing 
system patterns and accelerating or 
regressing their impact. This paper 
explores archetype structures and 
devises a framework for identifying 
emerging system patterns beyond the 
known 8.



Recognizing System Patterns
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# Property Description
1 Counter Intuitive The general actions taken within the archetype has an 

opposite intended effect (Meadows, 2008)

2 Dynamic Visualized as a static image, yet it is dynamic due to the 
simultaneous causalities and feedback

3 Reinforces Behavior The archetypes has the ability to reinforce undesired 
behaviors

4 Patterns The behaviors often repeat in patterns. Patterns might 
decline or incline, yet they become recurring cycles.

5 Deductive and Inductive Deduction: identifying archetypes in real world  
Induction: Archetype can be created within in system
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# Existing
Archetype

Counter Intuitive Dynamic Reinforces
Behavior

Patterns Deductive & Inductive

1 Limits to 
Growth

Working harder will not always 
give more returns

Exponential growth and 
equilibrium or decay

Increased efforts 
with no gain

Cycles of life and death Deductive: Population Growth
Inductive:  Create system that can reproduce
itself

2 Tragedy of the 
Commons

Freedom requires regulation Exponential growth of capacity 
and decay of resources

Resource depletion Cycles of favor and famine Deductive: Fisheries
Inductive: Create a system with strong 
dependencies on one resource

3 Escalation In a fight, it is better to turn the 
other cheek

Exponential growth or decay 
with both parties

Destruction on both 
parties

Cycles of generational
arguments/violence

Deductive: War
Inductive: Create a system where people live 
by an ‘eye for an eye’

4 Eroding Goals Reducing your goals destroys
your success

Goals slowly decreasing Decreasing 
performance

Cyclical performance Deductive: Climate Change Counters
Inductive: Create a system that allows goals 
to be easily adjusted

5 Addiction Help can become toxic Exponential dependency
growth

Increasing
dependency

Cycles of remission and 
relapse

Deductive: Drug dependency
Inductive: Create a system where power of 
self-belief or self-help is discouraged

6 Fixes that Fail Quick fixes worsens problems Frequent fixes, with exponential 
problems

Increasing 
problems

Cyclical return of problems Deductive: Test cheating
Inductive: Create a system where shortcuts
are praised and longterm patterns ignored

7 Growth and 
underinvestme
nt

Keep investing independent of 
performance

Bullwhip effect  (exponential 
growth and decay)

Decreasing 
performance/capac
ity

Cyclical story of startup boom
and bust

Deductive: Blackberry Cellphones
Inductive: Create a system where profits are 
the major focus

8 Success to the 
Successful

Good and bad performance 
are due to initial conditions

Exponential growth on one 
side, and decay on other

Rich become
richer, poor 
becomes poorer

Cyclical patterns of poverty 
and greed

Deductive: Apartheid System
Inductive: Create a system which defines the 
value of something only by its performance
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